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From: donotreply@intergen.net.nz
Sent: Friday, 4 May 2018 10:39 AM
To: Consultation
Subject: WDC Web Submission

FullName: Barry Kyle 
Organisation:  
PhoneNumber: 021 037 3649 
PostalAddress: 121 Rora St, Te Kuiti 3910 
Email: barry@flatmatessignco.co.nz 

Speak_to_Council_Hearing: No_not speak 

PROPOSAL_1_SAFE_COMMUNITIES:  
SAFE_COMMUNITIES_COMMENTS:  

PROPOSAL_2_NORTH_KC_SPORTS: I support option 2 for proposal 2 
NORTH_KC_COMMENTS: I would like to know a few more details about the overall plan, details about 
how it is to be managed & availability to the public. It concerns me that it has been stated that it will 
be self funding but no details of how have been released yet as far as I am aware. I find it hard to 
believe our only contribution to this proposed $6m dollar project is $1.5m over 2 years. What is our 
projected contribution in the following years. Our small community is always featuring in the top 3 of 
highest rates per head of capita now so to commit to a project like this which will obviously increase 
our rates, I think needs a bit more consultation with ratepayers. I know some of the claims that have 
been made in support of this are incorrect & would like a few honest answers & details. Our council 
has a tagline 'vibrant & thriving' and are trying to encourage more businesses into the town & now are 
looking at starting a council/education department funded commercial enterprise competing against 
other local businesses.  

PROPOSAL_3_ECONOMIC_DEVELOPMENT:  
ECONOMIC_DEV_COMMENTS:  

PROPOSAL_4_RATES_REMISSION: YES. I support Council's proposal 4 
RATES_REMMISSION_COMMENTS: I don't think giving a new business a remission is fair or required 
but the second part of the rates remission policy is worth looking at & deserves some discussion but 
would need to be considered on a case by case basis. 

PROPOSAL_5_PUBLIC_TOILETS: I support option 1 for proposal 5 
PUBLIC_TOILET_COMMENTS: I am all for improvement of our facilities but the cost at $320,000 seems 
very high for a toilet block. Perhaps we could look at other designs/options. We should be able to think 
outside the square a bit more. 

PROPOSAL_6_FUNDING_WATER_SEWERAGE: I support Option 2 for proposal_6 
FUNDING_WATER_SEW_COMMENTS: I think because some of our smaller communities don't have 
council sewerage/water systems in place the current funding system is fairer. 
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